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Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee on Energy and Commerce, thank 

you for inviting me to discuss my analysis of how the recent decision by the Federal 

Communications Commission (FCC) to apply Title II regulation, under the 

Telecommunications Act of 1934, to Internet Service Providers (ISPs) could affect future 

investments in Internet infrastructure.  I conducted this analysis with my co-author, Dr. 

Kevin Hassett, the director of economic studies at the American Enterprise Institute.  Our 

study was published by the Center for Business and Public Policy at the McDonough 

School of Business at Georgetown University, and I append a copy of that study to this 

testimony as part of the record.  The view I express here today are solely my own.   

The question we asked about how Title II regulation of Internet service providers 

could affect their investments in Internet infrastructure, is a subset of the larger question 

which economists have pursued for decades, of how regulation affects investment in fixed 

capital.  Economists have long recognized that some regulation can improve social welfare, 

for example in cases of monopoly.  Regulation also can increase investment – for example, 

in cases in which firms produce negative externalities, most notably pollution, and 

regulation forces them to invest in ways that reduce those externalities.  In these cases, 

regulation addresses “market failures” which, if left unaddressed, will produce under 

investment.  The regulator’s goal in these cases, therefore, is to promote more optimal 

levels of investment.  

 In the absence of such market failures, economic analysis has generally found that 

regulation reduces investment.  In assessing whether that would happen in this case, 



however, we cannot proceed directly, because it hasn’t happened yet.  In our recent study, 

Dr. Hassett and I explore how to approach the analysis of new regulatory issues or analysis 

of established issues under new conditions, by using analogous issues and conditions, 

especially to assess the direction and scale of the effects.   

In the case of the FCC’s recent decision to subject ISPs to Title II regulation, we 

note, to begin, that the decision reversed the FCC’s longstanding view of ISPs as 

information providers under the Telecommunications Act of 1996, rather than 

telecommunications providers subject to Title II of the 1934 Act.  We further note that this 

approach allowed the marketplace to incentivize the development and deployment of a 

range of technologies to deploy broadband.   The result was rapidly rising levels of 

investments across cable, telephone and other types of broadband service providers.  

Moreover, the share of U.S. households with broadband service increased from 4 percent in 

2000 to 68 percent in 2010.  So, without Title II regulation, the uptake of broadband has 

proceeded more rapidly than any other technology on record, including telephone, 

television, computers, and cell phones.  Further, the National Economic Council and White 

House Office of Science and Technology Policy have reported that 94 percent of US 

households have access of terrestrial broadband service.  Establishing terrestrial access for 

the remaining 6 percent of more remote households would be very costly; but fortunately, 

that 6 percent already have access to satellite-based broadband services.  Unfortunately and 

illogically, the FCC does not classify satellite-based service as broadband.  

Title II regulation in order to ensure universal access to broadband, in short, is a 

solution in search of a problem.  Similarly, the FCC has long barred ISPs from 

discriminating against any legal content, subject to normal network management, and 

guaranteed consumers access to any lawful content and the right to run any lawful 

applications and services and to connect to any lawful device.  In this regard, Title 



regulation to ensure that all content providers have access to high speed, large capacity 

technologies at market prices also is a solution in search of a problem.   

In classifying Title II regulation for our analytic purposes, through the use of 

analogy, we believe it falls in the basket of regulatory policies that have increased costs 

and regulatory hurdles.  For example, if the regulation entails a universal service program 

analogous to that applied to telephony under Title II, we should expect significant new fees 

or costs to achieve it.  Moreover, those costs can only slow the current process of 

broadband uptake.  In fact, the fees required to finance a universal service program for 

broadband, consistent with Title II regulation, would likely increase costs sufficiently to 

depress uptake by more households than would benefit from a universal service program.   

Even larger costs arising from Title II regulation of ISPs involve the diversion of 

resource and strategic attention by Internet companies from their basic business challenges, 

and the investments required to meet those challenges, to how best to accommodate and 

comply with the new regulatory regime.  These costs, we should note, could affect not only 

ISPs, but also any Internet company with transmission capacity, including online video 

services, web search advertising services, and cloud computing services.  That’s much of 

the Internet. And the associated burdens would be greatest for smaller firms.   

This reasoning leads us to conclude that Title II would negatively affect ISP 

investment.  The question is, by how much?  One appropriate analogy involves how 

withdrawing Title II regulation affected telephony investments.  Studies found, for 

example, that the phase out of Title II regulation was associated with an increases in new 

service offerings of 60 percent to 99 percent, and therefore with increased investments to 

develop and deploy these new offerings.  Similarly, economists have examined investment 

over the period 1996 to 2008, when telecom companies but not cable companies were 

subject to Title II regulation.  They found that cable capital expenditures grew 7.5 percent 



per year over those years, compared to telecom companies’ capital expenditures of 3.2 

percent per-year, a difference of 5.5 percent per-year.  Similarly, we can compare Internet 

capital spending rates in leading European markets, long subject to Title II-like regulation, 

and in our own markets.  OECD data suggest that in 2012, these capital spending rates in 

the United States were about double those in Europe.  All of these studies lead us to 

conclude that Title II regulation would have large negative effects on investment in 

Internet infrastructure.  

Moreover, the effects are probably being felt already, because the precise extent 

and character of the proposed Title II regulation of ISPs remains uncertain, and we know 

that uncertainty adversely affects investment.  This would be particularly true for capital 

investments by ISPs, because many of those investments are what economists call 

“irreversible” – that is, investments in forms of capital that could not be resold.  There is 

some early evidence of this effect:  Hal Singer has reported that compared to the first half 

of 2014, capital expenditures by all wireline ISPs fell 12 percent in the first half of 2015; 

and capital expenditures by wireline and wireless ISPs fell 8 percent.  These declines are 

extraordinary, given that ISP capex fell relative to the prior year only twice in the past – In 

2001 following the dot.com meltdown and recession of that year, and in 2009 during and 

after the Great Recession.  No such recessionary conditions held in the first half of 2015.  

The only change in early 2015 was the FCC’s order to subject ISPs to Title II regulation.    

To summarize, Title II regulation of ISPs will increase costs and reduce investment.  

Reviewing the available evidence, we estimate that the scale of this effect could range from 

5.5 percent to 20.8 percent per-year; and the ratio of investment to capital stock would be 

expected to decline by roughly that extent as well. 
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Abstract 

 

 

The impact of regulation on investments in fixed capital has been  a 

central focus of economic inquiry for decades. As a general rule, 

economic theory can suggest either a positive or a negative role for 

regulation, depending on the circumstances. Recent years have seen a 

surge in empirical studies that seek to estimate the overall impact of 

regulation on investment and overall economic  activity.  In  addition, 

more traditional studies analyzing specific micro-level policies have 

continued to contribute to our understanding. In this paper, we explore  

the unique challenges facing policy evaluations of the effects  of 

regulation on investment and provide guidance on overcoming the  

adverse circumstances. In addition, we discuss the impact of two types of 

uncertainty – uncertainty regarding the actions of regulators, and 

uncertainty regarding the likely impact of regulations – and draw 

implications for the modeling of the actions of both. We close with a 

specific application to the current debate over net neutrality regulation of 

Internet service providers. 
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Regulation and Investment: 

A Note on Policy Evaluation under Uncertainty, 

With an Application to FCC Title II Regulation of the Internet
1 

 

Kevin A. Hassett and Robert J. Shapiro 

I. Introduction 
 

Since the founding of the United States, regulations affecting economic agents 

have grown inexorably, decade by decade. Introductory economics teaches that 

regulations can improve social welfare in cases of simple monopoly. The monopolist 

reduces output, raises prices, and expands profits by moving the economy away from the 

Pareto-efficient competitive equilibrium. In such a setting, the role of the regulator is 

quite simple. If the regulator can know the price and quantity that emerge under 

competitive equilibrium, it can simply dictate prices and/or quantities. Alternatively, the 

regulator could subsidize capital investment until the output of the firm increases to the 

competitive level. In both cases, the impact of the regulator is unambiguously positive 

with respect to investment, as well as efficiency. 
 

In more common cases, the theoretical literature, which we review below, 

envisions circumstances under which regulation reduces investment, and circumstances 

under which it increases investment. Indeed, the broad range of possible theoretical 

outcomes is impressive, but the range also presents a challenge for policymakers. This 

characteristic distinguishes regulatory analysis from many other areas of economic 

inquiry. If one were to consider the impact of an increase in the U.S. corporate tax rate 

on investment in the United States, the policymaker can explore a space with 

voluminous findings concerning the likely impact of this increase, from studies of the 

impact of state-to-state corporate variation within the United States to studies using 

cross-country data. Hassett and Hubbard (2002) reviewed this literature and concluded 

that the responsiveness of investment to tax parameters is known fairly precisely. The 

literature since then has confirmed and enriched this finding (see, for example, Desai 

and Goolsbee (2004)). 
 

On the other hand, regulations exist in virtually infinite variety. For example, 

according to a recent document published by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, federal 

agencies added 38,000 rules to the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations from 2001 to 2011. 

In 2011, the Code contained 169,301 pages as compared to 71,244 pages in 1975, and 

the page count of new regulations has grown in recent years by about 3,500 pages per 

year.
2

 

 

 

 

1 
We want to gratefully acknowledge the support for our research provided by NDN. All of the analysis 

and views expressed here are solely those of the authors. 
2 
U.S. Chamber of Commerce (2012). 
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Why are regulations so varied? First, regulators face a wide array of different 

policy challenges, from air pollution to market power. Second, regulators sometimes 

address problems caused by previous regulation. To the extent that certain regulations 

have been identifiably harmful in the past, regulators may seek to propose new rules that 

address those shortcomings or, in the worst case, deviate from past practice so much that 

opponents who oppose the action on theoretical grounds have little empirical evidence to 

cite. This wide variety of conditions and circumstances makes the problem of policy 

analysis in this space much more challenging than the inquiry into parametric changes in 

tax rates or other policies that have been varied continuously for many years. 
 

In this paper, we explore the logical consequences of this observation for 

policymakers and analysts. We begin in section II with a discussion of the observation 

that policymakers must draw inferences concerning the likely impact of regulations from 

analogies. We flesh out a guide to both the theoretical and empirical literature, and draw 

on a vibrant academic literature that allows one to place relevant analogies in proper 

conceptual context. In this context, we derive three steps for a logically sound policy 

analogy: (1) identify the micro issue, such as rate-of-return regulation or regulatory 

adjustment costs; (2) compile examples of the micro issue as potential analogies; and (3) 

assess the plausibility of the direction and scale of the effect suggested by the micro 

analogy. Next, we discuss the uncertainty introduced by the uncertain legal fate of many 

new regulations, assuming they are challenged, and the uncertain impacts even if they 

are not challenged. We explore the impact of such uncertainty on behavior and discuss 

how the analysis of uncertainty can be used to augment and reinforce conclusions drawn 

from analogies. 
 

In section III, we consider the recent Federal Communications Commission 

(FCC) decision to subject Internet service providers (ISPs) to new regulation under Title 

II of the Telecommunications Act of 1934 (Title II regulation). The FCC’s plans raise 

important issues about how Title II regulation of ISPs is likely to affect their future 

capital investments. This matter is very important for the future of the U.S. economy, 

because strong capital investment by ISPs is essential for the Internet’s continuing 

utility, efficiency, and expansion. Cisco has reported, for example, that U.S. IP traffic 

quadrupled from 2009 to 2014 and will continue to grow at high rates over the next five 

years.
3  

This rapid growth in IP traffic is supported by high levels of capital investment 

by ISPs, totaling more than $1 trillion over the past 15 years.
4 

We conclude by applying 

the methods developed in earlier sections to the evaluation of this specific policy and 

demonstrate that the policy will likely have significant adverse effects on future 

investment in the Internet. 
 

 

 

 

 

3 
Brogan (2015). 

4  
U.S. Telecom (2014). 
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II. Regulation and Investment 
 

In this section, we develop a guide to assist policymakers and analysts in 

evaluating the likely impact of a proposed policy.  We argue that analysis should 

proceed in three distinct steps. First, while regulation has an uncertain theoretical effect 

on investment, the theoretical literature can provide a useful taxonomy of different types 

of policies.  Before proceeding to an empirical evaluation of a policy, a researcher 

should attempt to place a given proposal within that taxonomy, in order to evaluate the a 

priori expectation of the likely direction of the impact of the regulation on investment. 

Section II-A develops this taxonomy.  Second, even with reasonable insight regarding 

the likely direction of the effects of a given policy, the researcher can only evaluate the 

scale of those effects by identifying relevant analogies. With reference to our taxonomy, 

section II-B provides a guide for evaluating which analogies are most valuable, and 

examines how drawing on a broader macro-econometric literature can help identify the 

plausible scale of a given regulatory effect. We then draw on Organisation for 
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) data and describe a specific 

macro-econometric example that may be particularly useful for applied regulatory 

analysis when regulatory policies are highly distinctive. Third, in section II-C, we turn 

to a discussion of how a policy analyst should factor uncertainty into the policy 

evaluation process. 

 

IIA. The impact of regulation on investment in economic theory 
 

A theoretical study by Alesina, Ardagna, Nicoletti, and Schiantarelli in 2003 

(Alesina et al) begins with a sketch of an economic model that can incorporate the major 

relevant effects of regulation on investment that appear throughout the literature. This 

discussion will serve as a useful organizing mechanism as we pursue a taxonomy for 

regulation. The first effect cited, drawing on the work of Blanchard and Giavazzi (2001), 

emphasizes the impact that regulation can have on the possible markup by a firm over its 

marginal cost. Regulations that might accomplish this include explicit price regulations; 

but regulatory restrictions on entry by new firms, which make it easier for incumbent 

firms to maintain high markups, are especially prevalent in the data. A second class of 

regulations influences the costs that existing firms face in expanding their capacity. For 

example, if regulatory approval is required for such expansions or for the introduction of 

a new product made possible by new investment, the cost of such investing is 

unambiguously higher. The third type of regulation, in the form first posited by Averch 

and Johnson (1962), imposes a ceiling on the rate of return. If the ceiling is above the 

cost of capital and guaranteed by the regulator, firms may increase their investments to 

take advantage of scale effects on their profits. The final form of regulation policy is a 

change in public or private ownership in an area. For example, if the U.S. Post Office 

were privatized, it might be expected to affect investment. 
 

Alesina et al shows, as also follows from the broader literature, that regulation 

that increases entry in an industry and thus drives down its markups can be expected to 

increase investment in that industry as it drives the economy toward an equilibrium that 
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is closer to the Pareto optimum. Regulations that increase the adjustment costs via red 

tape or other channels can be expected to reduce investment, including operational and 

organizational changes to accommodate the regulation and compliance costs. For the 

third type, Averch and Johnson-style regulation of rates of return, the results are highly 

intuitive.  Under rate-of-return regulation, the total profit available to the firm increases 

as its total investment increases, because the firm can pass along the cost of new 

investments to consumers while earning its set return. This encourages firms to increase 

their total profits by expanding to too great a scale. In such a world, the regulation could 

increase investment and encourage excessive capital spending. It should be noted, 

however, that the literature in this area is nuanced and results can become quite complex 

for multiproduct regulated firms that produce both competitive and noncompetitive 

products (e.g., see Braeutigam and Panzar (1993)).  Finally, changing the extent to 

which a regulated firm is a public enterprise has ambiguous effects on investment.  If 

one accepts the view that a public enterprise is less responsive to market forces, and thus 

less likely to have efficient scale, it is equally plausible that the enterprise will over 

invest or under invest. Under a “Leviathan” view of government, privatization may 

reduce the scale of the firm and thus the extent of its investments. 
 

This analysis suggests a simple taxonomy, assuming the firm does not maintain a 

simple monopoly. A regulation may be expected to increase investment if it either 

encourages entry, if it makes a government-financed inefficient scale more likely, or if it 

introduces Averch and Johnson effects.  A regulation that increases the regulatory 

hurdles to activity, the cost of capital or capital adjustment costs can be expected to 

reduce investment. Policy analysis should begin by establishing the expected sign or 

direction of the regulatory effect, before proceeding to analogy in order to shed 

additional light on the likely scale of the effect. 

II-B. The search for the relevant analogy 
 

Before beginning to assess the relevant analogy for a proposed policy, the policy 

researcher should sort the policy, if possible, into the relevant taxonomic box. If rate-of- 

return regulation is being considered, past experiments with rate-of-return regulation 

should be drawn upon, and so on.
5 

An increase in regulatory adjustment costs in the 

energy sector may be more relevant for evaluating an increase in regulatory adjustment 

costs in the telecommunications sector than would be an analysis of rate-of-return 

regulation in that sector. 
 

Once a relevant micro analogy has been identified, the policy analyst faces the 

challenge of assessing the likelihood that the scale of an effect suggested by the micro 

analogy is plausible. If theory suggests that the effect is negative, and the micro 

analogies suggest that the effect would be to reduce investment by 20 percent, what 

other information can an analyst bring to bear to assess whether the 20 percent reduction 

is plausible in the current case?  Moreover, different analogies may imply different scale 
 

 

 

5 
See Mayo (2014) on the value of such an approach. 
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effects. Unlike simple parametric policy changes, a researcher could attempt to weight 

the competing relevance of different analogies, because simply averaging the estimates 

from different studies has little or no theoretical basis, assuming that the underlying data 

are not generated by a single, ergodic process.  In this circumstance, the international 

macro-econometrics literature is a potentially valuable and underutilized resource, 

especially the recent literature linking regulatory practice to economic growth and 

investment. This literature relies upon the path-breaking work by Nicoletti et al (1999), 

Conway et al (2006), Wölfl et al (2009), and Koske et al (2015), which have developed 

economy-wide and sector-wide indicators of the relative stringency of a nation’s 

regulatory policies.  These indicators have become “an essential element of the OECD’s 

work as they enhance the knowledge of regulatory practices in OECD countries and the 

potential for investigating the link with 

economic performance.”
6

 

The OECD index of regulatory stringency is based on a questionnaire of 

approximately 1,400 questions regarding regulation. Individual governments have 

answered these questions, their coded answers were given quantitative scores, and those 

scores have been normalized to fall between zero and six, with zero signifying the most 

market friendly regulatory stance and six the least friendly stance. While the numerical 

values of such a complicated procedure might appear to have questionable empirical 

relevance to the macroeconomic differences among countries, the empirical literature 

finds that they do. For example, Alesina et al found that variation in these measures of 

regulatory stringency explain much of the variations across countries and across time, 

and that the negative relationship between regulation under the OECD measure and 

investment, in particular, is highly significant statistically and economically. 
 

A few examples drawn from Alesina et al illustrate this point. The UK transport 

and communication sectors were significantly deregulated starting in 1984, and the UK 

measure of regulation declined sharply from about 3.75 in 1975-1983 to about 0.78 in 

1994-1998. The Alesina et al empirical model linking investment and regulation would 

predict that the investment rate (the ratio of investment to capital, including new flows) 

in these sectors would increase from 4.96 to 8.23, 3.27 percentage points or 65 percent. 

The actual increase was from 4.96 to 7.99. Alesina et al also report that the economy- 

wide investment rate in the United States was 8.97 percent between 1994 and 1998, 

compared to an average of 6.1 in Germany, France, and Italy.  In the same period, the 

U.S. regulation measure was 0.80, compared to a regulation measure averaging 3.8 for 
Germany, France, and Italy. The Alesina et al model would predict that the investment 
level in those three countries would have approached the U.S. level if they had adopted 

the U.S. level of regulation at that time.
7  ] 

 

All told, the Alesina et al results suggest that a unit decrease in the OECD 
regulatory measure would increase the investment rate from 6 percent to about 7.1 
percent, or by about 18.3 percent.  These results are fairly robust to both specification  
 

 
 

 

6  
Koske et al (2015), at p.6. 

7  
Alesina et al (2003), at p. 16. 
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change and disaggregation to the sectoral level, and a large literature has emerged in this 

space. 
 

It is our view that since the analysis of regulatory policy necessarily will require 

that an analyst draw from a large set of empirical analogies, these macro-econometric 

estimates can help researchers infer the likely direction and scale of a change in 

regulation. In an ideal setting, one could estimate how a given change in policy would 

change the index and then infer the likely impact on investment by drawing on the 

empirical literature. Alternatively, one could assemble micro analogies to the policy 

under consideration and then collect evidence on the plausibility of the scale of these 

effects by performing a thought experiment based on the OECD index. For example, 

Koske et al (2015) report that Slovenia had very stringent regulation of its 

communication sector (an index value of about 3), while Portugal has an index value of 

about 2. Given the macro-econometric results reported by Alesina et al, one might infer 

that deregulatory policies under which Slovenia adopted Portugal’s communications 

regulations would increase investment and do so by about 18 percent. A given proposal 

in Slovenia could be evaluated for plausibility with an eye on this scale. 
 

If a proposed regulatory change in the United States moves regulation toward the 

level of other identified countries, and the scale of the directional move can be inferred, 

the link provided by the macro-econometric literature can give policy analysts a valuable 

insight into the likely impact of the policy. In section III, we will examine a specific 

example that will highlight the value of this approach.  However, first we turn to the 

issue of uncertainty and discuss how a policy analyst might factor in that element. 

II-C. Regulation, uncertainty, and investment 
 

Before turning to specific regulation, we must recognize the impact of 

uncertainty on investment in many regulatory situations and, therefore, the role that 

uncertainty should play in policy analysis of a specific regulation. Much of the 

discussion of the economic effects of regulation focuses on estimates of its likely 

expected impact; but questions about the scope and impact of the regulator’s actions 

may increase the uncertainty that investors face, providing an additional way in which 

regulation can affect investment. 

 

As a theoretical matter, uncertainty itself is not necessarily a negative for 

investment. Some models predict positive effects, such as Hartman (1972) and Abel 

(1983), and others predict negative effects such as Pindyck (1988). One crucial 

distinction drawn from this literature concerns the long-term cost of putting the capital 

in place. If the capital investment is associated with large sunk costs that are not easily 

reversible – that is, equipment or facilities that cannot be resold in a secondary market – 

then uncertainty can have large negative effects. 
 

In this context, policymakers and policy analysts considering the impact of a 

regulation should consider first whether the impact of the regulation is well known and 

whether the regulator’s actions can be reversed or changed, as through a lawsuit. If the 
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impact cannot be well known and the regulator’s actions can be changed, there is a 

significant prospect, again depending on adjustment costs, that the regulation will have 

negative effects on investment through uncertainty. 

 

The latest literature suggests that a new regulation can have an especially 

destructive, negative effect if it involves a threshold event that creates large incentives 

for investors to wait until an uncertainty is resolved.  Such a threshold event could 

occur, for example, when a regulator’s actions are not consistent with his or her past 

actions, and likely to be challenged in court. Between the initial regulatory decision and 

the final resolution, firms may radically reduce their affected investments. 

 

The importance of such threshold events has been documented in a number of 

settings, and a thorough review is available in Hassett and Sullivan (2015). Nishide and 

Nomi (2009) explore a model in which a regulatory policy change probabilistically 

occurs around a national election. They find, as did Bernanke (1983), that such 

circumstances induce firms to act as if they know that the worst outcome will occur. For 

example, if one political party is hostile to business while the other is business-friendly, 

as the election approaches optimal investors will choose to delay investments, setting 

their investment at levels that would be appropriate if the unfriendly political party were 

certain to win. 

 

A growing literature has found that threshold events such as elections can have 

very large effects on capital spending and aggregate activity. Julio and Yook (2013) 

investigate foreign direct investment in fixed capital, which they find is highly 

responsive to the timing of elections. They also found that portfolio investments are not 

election-sensitive, because portfolio flows are easily reversible. This work also, 

therefore, supports the link between uncertainty’s adverse effects and the reversibility of 

capital. Further, Julio and Yook (2012) found similar election-sensitivity in domestic 

investment flows as well, with investment dropping about 5 percent during election 

years as investors wait for election uncertainty to be resolved.  These models suggest 

that the forces that drive investment behave abnormally when a threshold event puts the 

investment on hold. 

 

Hassett and Sullivan (2015) argue that the impact of threshold events is highly 

intuitive and likely to be greater when interest rates are low and expected to remain low. 

They argue that, 

 

This result is in some sense obvious if the hypothetical election is 

tomorrow, as delay brings with it the benefit of avoiding the potential for 

regret in the bad state, and the opportunity cost is zero if there is no 

revenue from operations between then and now to lose. If the election is a 

month away, then a firm contemplating a new investment would trade-off 

the value of the possible increase in profits between now and the election 
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against the potential for regret on the day of the election. As elections 
become temporally farther in the future, and as interest rates increase, the 

more important the sales between now and the election become.
8

 

 

While the quantification of the negative effect of potential threshold events is 

beyond the scope of this paper, the literature suggests that regulators should be cautious 

about creating such threshold events with controversial rulings that will turn on an 

uncertain court ruling, and should expect significant negative consequences when their 

rulings do create such events.   For an analyst evaluating the likely impact of a 

regulation on investment, the presence of a threshold event should increase the analyst’s 

expectation that the regulation would harm investment, at least until the threshold passes 

and possibly beyond that, depending on uncertainties associated with the regulations and 

the regulatory process. The rules may be ambiguous about which practices are allowed; 

their standards and definitions may be unclear, as may be aspects of their 

implementation, adjudication, and enforcement; and the process may be subject to 

disputes and change. 

 

III. Applying This Approach to Title II Regulation of the Internet 
 

In this section, we provide a specific example of this approach to evaluating the 

investment effects of a proposed regulation. We begin by providing background on the 

specific example.  We will then turn to a discussion of the likely theoretical effects of 

the regulation. Next, we will assess two specific analogies drawn from the literature and 

relate them to the Alesina et al model. Finally, we will discuss the plausibility and 

relevance of the thought experiment suggested by the results of the Alesina et al model. 

 

III-A.  Background on Title II 

In this section, we examine some of the economic implications of the FCC’s 

decision to retreat from its longstanding view that Internet companies are information 

providers under the Telecommunications Act of 1966 (1996 Telecom Act), and embrace 

instead a new view that Internet service and possibly content companies are 

telecommunications providers subject to regulation under Title II of the 

Communications Act of 1934. 

 

The history of how the FCC regulates Internet companies has been surprisingly 

uniform. The principle of applying minimalist regulation to the Internet was established 

by Congress in the 1996 Telecom Act when Congress codified the distinction between 

information and telecommunications services. The law excluded information services 

from common carrier regulation and classified cable and Internet as information 

services.  This distinction, as then FCC Chairman William Kennard stated, sought to  
 

 

 

8 
If the interest rate is low, then the period in which investment is frozen can extend far away from the 

threshold, as the time value of money is low. 
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create “an oasis of regulation in the broadband world”
9 

and thereby allow market forces 

to create incentives for any company to use a range of technologies to deploy broadband 

Internet. It worked. Cable companies shifted to digital platforms, and when their pricing 

regulation ended in 1999, their investments in the cable-delivery of Internet service rose 

sharply. Similarly, national telephone companies rolled out Digital Subscriber Line 

(DSL) Internet service. In addition, the Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 preempted 

state and local rate and entry regulation of mobile telephone companies, which later 

would become a major vehicle for the Internet. The Clinton administration also blocked 

moves by European countries to subject the Internet to the I.T.U. and its attendant 

common carrier regulation. In Chairman Kennard’s 1998 report to Congress, he 

reiterated these principles, declaring that Internet access is an integrated “information 

service without a telecommunications service component.”
10

 

 

The Bush administration maintained this deregulatory approach to the Internet. 

The FCC reconfirmed this view of the Internet as information services with regard to 

cable modem service in 2002, wireline broadband in 2005, and wireless broadband in 

2007. In 2003, the FCC also ended the common-carrier unbundling of the regional Bell 

operating companies’ (RBOCs) fiber networks. This was followed by sharp increases in 

the RBOCs’ investments in fiber optics, an integral part of fast Internet connections. In 

2005, the Supreme Court upheld an FCC ruling that Internet access by cable companies 

is an information service,
11 

stating that an information service that contains what could 

otherwise be a telecommunications element does not, on that basis, become a 

telecommunications service subject to regulation as a common carrier.  Broadband 

access was understood to be a functionally-integrated information service that provides 

“a capability for generating, acquiring, storing, transforming, processing, retrieving, 

utilizing or making available information via telecommunications,”
12 

distinct from a 

telecommunications service that provides for “the transmission … of information of the 

user’s choosing, without change in the form or content of the information as sent and 

received.”
13 

Under this view, Internet access services integrate data processing and 

transmission components – providing, for example, email service, security screening 

spam protection, parental controls, and customized browsers and homepages – and do 

not forfeit the status of information services if subscribers do not use their email service, 

spam protection, or customized home pages. The FCC, in effect, adopted a view of 

broadband service as inextricably involving information processing and interactions 

with stored data. 
 

 Two issues have prompted the FCC to reconsider whether to apply 

common carrier regulation to Internet companies – a desire for universal access to 

broadband service, and “net neutrality” or the terms under which Internet 

companies can offer differential pricing for different levels of service.  The 1996 

Act classified Internet  

 
 

 

9  
Ehrlich et al (2009). 

10  
FCC (1998). 

11 
National Cable & Telecommunications Association et al. v. Brand X Internet Services et al. 

12 
Bret Swanson, American Enterprise Institute.  Interview, May 20, 2015. 

13 
Ibid. 
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service as an information service, and acknowledged the critical role that broadband 

access would soon play in the economic operations of businesses and the social and 

political activities of individuals by noting concerns about a “digital divide.” Section 

706(a) of the Act directs the Commission to “encourage the deployment on a reasonable 

and timely basis of advanced telecommunications capability to all Americans … by 

using price cap regulation, regulatory forbearance, measures that promote competition in 

the local telecommunications markets, or other regulatory methods that remove barriers 

to infrastructure investment.” The authority to cap prices or rates of return has never 

been invoked in this setting, in part because the Commission has acknowledged that 

Section 706(a) does not confer new legal authority. 

Section 706 also directs the FCC to conduct regular inquiries into “whether 

advanced telecommunications capability is being deployed to all Americans in a 

reasonable and timely fashion.” If the Commission determines that such deployment is 

not happening, it is directed to “take immediate action to accelerate deployment of such 

capability by removing barriers to infrastructure investment and by promoting 

competition in the telecommunications market.” The FCC has never undertaken such 

action, because the deployment of broadband as regulated as an information service has 

proceeded at a historically rapid rate. The White House National Economic Council and 

Office of Science and Technology Policy reported in 2013 that the share of American 

households with broadband service had increased 17-fold from four percent in 2000 to 

68 percent in 2010, that broadband access with a baseline speed of at least 10 megabits 

per second (Mbps) is available to 94 percent of U.S. households, and that the United 

States (and Canada) currently enjoy the world’s fastest, average mobile connection 

delivery speed of 2.6 Mbps.
14

 

 

Nevertheless, the FCC’s Sixth Broadband Progress Report in July 2010 
concluded that broadband deployment was not “reasonable and timely” because 

universal access had not been achieved,
15 

despite an FCC analysis four months earlier 
demonstrating the costs of establishing universal broadband access using terrestrial 

networks would exceed any measure of the benefits.
16 

The March 2010 National 
Broadband Plan found that some 7 million American households had no terrestrial 
broadband access, or 5.4 percent of a total 129 million U.S. households. The 
Commission estimated that universal terrestrial access would cost another $23.5 billion 
or $3,357 per household – but access for the 250,000 most remote households would 

cost $13.4 billion or $53,600 per household.
17 

All of those remote households could get 
secure access through satellite systems, but the FCC has never classified those systems 
as broadband. 

 

The data show that the diffusion of broadband access and service have occurred 

more rapidly than the diffusion of computers or dial-up Internet service, and with 

virtually no regulatory intervention.  As with computers, technological advances have 

 
 

14 
National Economic Council and Office of Science and Technology (2013). 

15 
FCC (2010-A). 

16 
Ford and Spiwak (2012). 

17 Ibid. 
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largely driven the broad adoption of broadband: as broadband speed and capacity has 

increased, programmers have developed tens of thousands of new broadband 

applications, including audio and video, and thereby have greatly enhanced the 

Internet’s utility for businesses and households. Technological advances and 

competition also have promoted the rapid uptake of broadband by gradually bringing 

down the average, quality-adjusted price of the service, albeit at a substantially slower 

rate than with computers.
18

 

 

As an economic matter, the rapid diffusion of broadband access and service may 

owe a great deal to the way it has been regulated. In the case of telephone service, 

numerous studies have found that common carrier regulation inhibited competition, 

discouraging and dramatically slowing innovations in telephone service.
19 

By analogy, 

applying the very same regulation to the Internet would be expected to produce a similar 
outcome, hampering future advances in the speed and capacity of broadband and the 

applications that depend on broadband. 

 

The network management practices which first gave rise to concerns about net 

neutrality appear to have been essential for the efficient operations of broadband 

networks for all users. The “neutral” use of very high speed and large capacity 

technologies for all Internet transmissions rather than only for highly bandwidth- 

intensive applications would be inefficient and unnecessarily costly—as the “neutral” 

use of lower speed and capacity technologies for all connections rather than just 

bandwidth non-intensive applications would disable high-volume applications such as 

remote medicine and peer-sharing program. If those sending large volumes of data pay 

the same as those sending much smaller volumes, most people’s costs must increase, 

and the vast majority of broadband consumers will subsidize the small minority of high 

bandwidth content users (and providers). The FCC has long acknowledged these 

dynamics, holding in its 2005 “Internet Policy Statement” that consumers are entitled to 

access any lawful content, run lawful applications and services, and connect to any 

device, all as they choose, in an environment of competitive markets in all aspects – and 

all subject to “reasonable network management.”
20 

Similarly, the Commission’s “Open 

Internet Order” in December 2010 bars Internet service providers from discriminating 

against any legal content, subject to reasonable network management requirements.
21

 

 

The subsequent appeal of this Order to the courts and the judicial finding that the 

Commission has no legal authority to impose common carrier regulation on information 

services firms led to the current calls to reclassify ISPs and other Internet companies as 

common carriers and thereby subject them to the regulation in Title II. 
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III-B.  The impact of Title II on investment in theory 

 

It is clear that regulation of the Internet under Title II falls into the second 

category in our taxonomy of the theoretical effects of regulation on investment. 

Applying Title II to the Internet does not per se dictate specific rates of return, and it 

does not stimulate entry; but it does likely increase costs and regulatory hurdles for 

providers.
22 

Introducing substantial, new regulation of the businesses that provide much 

of the Internet’s infrastructure and content could not only raise the cost and price of 

most Internet communications. It also could reduce the efficiency of most network 

arrangements that depend on Internet platforms, devalue the investments made in those 

platforms or based on them, and force many organizations to reorient their enterprises in 

ways that would minimize the costs of the regulation rather than - maximizing efficient 

operations.  In addition, new regulatory hurdles to offering new services and 
innovations, such as the general conduct standard, introduce delay and uncertainty into 

the innovation cycles for Internet-related products and services. 

 

Some of those additional costs would be direct ones. For example, the FCC has 

stated its concerns that 5.4 percent of U.S. households have access to broadband only 

through satellite services and not through ground-based networks, and suggested that 

common carrier regulation could accelerate universal terrestrial access and uptake, as it 

did for telephone service. The universal service program for telephony, however, has 

entailed fees in interstate and wireless services of eight percent to 11 percent and 

sometimes higher.
23 

For broadband, comparable percentage costs could produce 

damaging feedback effects: the costs of financing universal terrestrial access and uptake 

would increase the cost of broadband service for everyone else, which in turn would 
drive a share of households and businesses to cut back, eliminate or not adopt their 

broadband service. In practice, such a Title II “universal service” program for 

broadband could drive away more households than it brings in through subsidies: the 

reductions among the 95 percent of households with terrestrial broadband could 

outweigh gains among the five percent who do not have access to terrestrial broadband. 

 

A period of new regulation, especially one with the dimensions of Title II 

common carrier regulation, could lead to substantial price increases and consumer costs 

on top of any universal service fees. One reason is that Title II will divert the resources 

and strategic attention of Internet companies from their basic business challenges to how 

best to accommodate the new regulatory regime. This diversion of resources and 

brainpower will affect not only the large ISP providers such as AT&T, Verizon, 
 

 
 

22 
Advocates of Title II regulation of the Internet argue that it will stimulate entry by “edge providers,” but 

we are not aware of any evidence supporting this argument. To the extent that the regulation raises prices 

and/or reduces innovation, it will discourage entry by new providers. Moreover, Brett Frischmann points 

out that the distinction on which this argument rests, between an edge provider (“an individual or entity 

that provides content, application or service over the Internet,” and an edge user who “uses a broadband 

Internet access service,” is false: “All end users provide content as they engage in communications with 

other users, individually or collectively.” (Frischmann, 2014). 
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T-Mobile, and Sprint, and content delivery services such as Level 3, Akamai, and 

Limelight. Title II regulation and its attendant costs also could affect online video 

services such as YouTube, Netflix, and Hulu that provide or lease transmission capacity, 

web search advertising services such as Yahoo and Google that transmit customers’ ads 

to end users, and cloud computing services, e-readers, and machine-to-machine service 

providers with transmission capabilities. The effects could be relatively more costly for 

small ISPs and content service companies with far fewer resources than the larger firms, 

and which advocates of Title II regulation hope would gain from such regulation. 
In addition, the negative impact of regulation on cost-reducing innovation also 

would likely increase future costs. Some advocates of regulation cite Joseph 

Schumpeter,
24 

who believed that very large companies in very concentrated industries – 
for example, the AT&T monopoly prior to 1982 – dominate innovation, because they 
can afford to undertake large and highly risky investments. Schumpeter also suggested, 

however, that this process is double-edged, since innovations by large, concentrated 

enterprises provide incentives for competitive innovations. In any event, Nobel laureate 

Kenneth Arrow and others showed that monopolists and oligopolists have little incentive 

to innovate.
25

 

  

Innovation always entails substantial risk of failure and often involves substantial 

sunk costs. Therefore, we should expect that the incentives to assume those risks and 

bear those costs are greatest when the additional costs of regulation are absent – and, we 

should add, when the potential risks of appropriation are minimized through strong 

intellectual property protections. If the objective of regulation, as the authors of one 

study put it, is to “ensure a self-sustained pro-competitive market structure … that 

benefits consumers, in terms of lower prices, better quality and extended variety of 

product choice,”
26 

it must be said that deregulation serves that purpose more directly and 

efficiently, unless the industry is truly and naturally dominated by a sustained monopoly 

or oligopoly. 

 

More narrowly, the costs to comply with economic regulations may divert 

resources from investments, including R&D – although compliance burdens also may 

spur innovations to sidestep the regulation, as they have in finance, and innovations to 

comply with the regulations, as they have in auto emissions.
27 

The response can depend 

on whether businesses can comply in the way they choose, and on how stringent the 

regulation is. 
 

Taken as a whole, then, the theoretical link between this specific form of 

regulation and the taxonomy of theoretical effects would suggest that the impact of Title 

II on investment will be negative. Whether the negative effect could be expected to be 

large or small, however, depends on empirical analogies, to which we now turn. 
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III-C.  Empirical evidence and analogies 
 

In this section, we will review the literature on the economic effects of 

telecommunications regulation, beginning at a very general level and proceeding to the 

most relevant analogies for the contemplated Title II regulation of the Internet. We will 

then turn to the international evidence in order to shed additional light on the likely scale 

of the impact of Title II regulation on investment.  As the regulatory change considered 

here involves an increase in regulation, we begin with studies that evaluated the impact 

of the opposite. Numerous scholars have examined the results of various forms of 

deregulation in telecommunications.  Regulation in this industry can have unusually 

large economic effects, because as is often noted, telecommunications in this period is 

characterized by unusually high and rapid rates of innovation.
28 

The earliest studies 

found that deregulation in telecommunications was associated with increases in the 

industry’s total factor productivity, often seen as a proxy for innovation.
29

 

 

Later studies examined particular forms of innovation and found, for example, 
that as the FCC phased out some of its regulation of telephony carriers, new service 
offerings increased by 60 percent to 99 percent; and that if the regulatory system had 

never been applied to telecom, consumers would have 62 percent more services.
30 

A 
subsequent study by the same author found that innovation increased when regulatory 

delays were reduced (for example, the time required to get approval for a new service).
31 

Similarly, Ai and Sappington (2002) found that innovation increased when telecom 
regulators shifted to more flexible, incentive-based approaches – shifting for example, 
from rate-of-return regulation to earning-sharing approaches. To be sure, another study 

found that incentive-based regulation slowed innovation,
32 

and a review of four studies 
on the effect of shifting to more flexible regulation on the quality of telecom services 

found ambiguous results.
33 

Similarly, an analysis of the impact of more flexible, 
incentive-based regulation of local exchange carriers found no subsequent increase in 

efficiency.
34 

Notably, and we return to this below, the OECD, which has written that 
“economic regulation is intended to improve the efficiency of markets in delivering 

goods and services,”
35 

found that telecom deregulation in the United States and Japan in 
the late 1980s and early 1990s was followed by faster growth in new telecom patents, 

compared to Germany, France, and the United Kingdom, which had not deregulated.
36
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29  
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Economists also have examined the impact of regulation on innovation in 

wireless telecom. Ehrlich, Eisenach, and Leighton (2009) reviewed the record of 

telecom regulation and showed that the entry of MCI and Sprint in the long-distance 

business in the 1970s accelerated the deployment of fiber cable, which in turn helped 

enable the Internet. They also examine claims that the FCC should regulate the wireless 

space along the lines of net neutrality advocates, on the basis that wireless carriers have 

the market power and incentives to discriminate against some devices, applications and 

tent. They reject these claims by demonstrating that the U.S. markets for wireless 

service, devices, handsets and applications all display extensive product choice and 

competition with no evidence of non-competitive pricing.
37 

Smaller carriers and 

producers can compete effectively by offering, for example, a cooler device, faster 

network, or more extensive coverage. More generally, they show that competition 

among wireless networks has accelerated both innovation and investment in wireless 

networks, much as the platform competition between fiber and cable did for the wireline 

industry. On this basis, they argue that regulation in the wireless area would slow the 

industry’s investments in innovation and capacity. For example, wireless carriers often 

share in efforts to develop new handsets and devices such as the iPhone in exchange for 

temporary exclusive rights to market them. 

 

At a general level, then, the literature suggests that the impact of 

telecommunications regulation on investment can be quite large.  Two recent studies 

have provided a detailed perspective on the possible scale of the negative impact of Title 

II regulation on investment. Singer (2015) begins with a bottom-up analysis, exploring 

anecdotally the potential harm of specific aspects of Title II regulation. For example, he 

discusses the impact of banning “paid priority agreements” under which a content 

provider pays a fee for its packets to receive higher priority. Singer argues that some 

real-time applications such as virtual reality and telemedicine may only be feasible with 

paid prioritization, and therefore would be inhibited by these rules. As an illustrative 

example, he estimates that the telemedicine effect alone could cost the economy $100 

million per year by 2019. 

 

Singer further argues that an analysis of the investment experience under a prior 

episode of Title II should inform our expectations for the FCC’s current plan. He 

focuses on the period when telecommunications companies but not cable companies 

were subject to Title II regulation (1996-2008), and finds that cable capital expenditures 

grew 7.5 percent per year, compared to annual increases in telecommunications 

companies’ capital expenditures of only 3.2 percent.
38     

This estimate implies, he 

suggests, that Title II reduced telecommunications companies’ investments by about 5.5 

percent per year, compared to what it could have been counterfactually. However, he 

cautions that this calculation is sensitive to assumptions about the appropriate year to 

begin the analysis, as the beginning of period in question included the dot.com boom. A 

second and more directly relevant study was performed by Hassett and Shapiro, the 

authors of this paper, in 2014.  We performed an illustrative exercise that 
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attempted to statistically filter investment into two component parts, Title II investments 

and non-Title II investments. Under a set of detailed assumptions, we found that Title II 

regulation of ISPs could reduce their future wireline investments by between 17.8 

percent and 31.7 percent per year, and their future total wireline and wireless 

investments by between 12.8 percent and 20.8 percent per year.
39 

We derived these 

estimates from a fairly restrictive set of identifying assumptions, which the FCC has 

questioned.
40 

For example, the FCC said that we had assumed that no wireless services 

are Title II services, citing wireless voice service subject to Title II but with 

forbearance.
41 

This criticism is irrelevant to our argument because our analysis focused 

on broadband service, not voice.  Title II does not apply to mobile broadband service. 

The Commission also criticized our analysis for not factoring in the potential effect that 

FCC forbearance from Title II regulation would have on investment decisions made by 

ISPs.
42 

This criticism is also irrelevant: Such forbearance would suspend the burden of 

Title II in whatever aspect the FCC subsequently determines, while our study sought to 

roughly estimate the impact on investment assuming Title II regulation is actually 

imposed. It is a truism that regulation can be modeled to have no effect on investment if 

one assumes that the regulation will never be enforced and the fact that it will not be 

enforced is known with certainty by all relevant players. Such a “Red Herring” defense 

of new regulation has a long history, but it is intellectually indefensible.   A policy 

analyst should analyze the impact of new regulations under the assumption that they will 

be enforced. Finally, the FCC noted that our analysis assumed that Title II regulatory 

burdens would trump demand in determining wireline capital investments.
43 

However, 

our assumption here was as legitimate as the FCC’s alternative assumption, which 

certainly would have produced smaller adverse effects on investment. If the regulator 

desires the option to regulate in the future, then a cost-benefit analysis of the regulation 

can offer insight even to the impact of a regulatory option. One need only add an 

assumption about the probability that the regulation will be enforced to acquire an 

estimate of an expected impact. 

 

To be sure, however, our analysis and Singer’s evidence are relevant only to the 

extent that the analogies are appropriate and applicable. In the previous section, we 

argued that corroborative evidence for such micro studies of scale could be gleaned from 

an analysis of the OECD regulation data.  Those data suggest that a single point 

reduction in the index could increase the ratio of investment to capital stock by 

approximately 18 percent.  How plausible would such a movement be?  The latest 

OECD data do not cover the United States in 2013, so the best analogy has to rely on 

slightly older data. According to the OECD database, the U.S. had very light regulation 

in the telecommunications sector in 2008, with an overall index value of 

0.60 (The most recent year for which data are available at that level of disaggregation is 

2008). The OECD online database contains information for that year covering many 
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countries, as well as information for earlier years when, based on the success of the U.S. 

approach, many European nations moved their regulatory approaches toward that of the 

United States.
44     

The average 2008 index value for continental European countries in 

the OECD was 1.1.   A decade earlier, in 1998, the U.S. regulatory variable was slightly 

higher at 0.66, while the average for OECD continental European countries was a 

striking 3.95.  Taking the average of those two points produces an index value of 0.63 

for the U.S. regulatory approach and 2.53 for the OECD continental European approach, 

a difference of about two full index points. As each index point, applying the macro 

elasticity, can explain an 18 percent difference in investment, these data suggest that 

telecom investment over that time period should be approximately 36 percent higher in 

the United States than in continental Europe. 

 

One way to put the range of estimates in perspective is to say that if Title II 

regulation of the Internet in the United States subjects the sector to the same level of 

regulation that was present in European communications between 1998 and 2008, then 

the range of effects of the more micro studies is in fact a bit understated. This scale, 

while large, is consistent with other evidence. For example Yoo (2014) reports that 

capital spending in the United States from 2007 to 2012 was approximately double that 

found in Europe, an even larger gap than would be predicted from the empirical 

evidence contained in the OECD index. 

 

Yoo further reports that “the mapping studies conducted by the US and EU for 

2011 and 2012 reveal that the US led the EU in many broadband metrics.” For example, 

82 percent of U.S. households had access to “Next Generation Access” (NGA) networks 

(25Mbps), compared to 54 percent of EU households; U.S. fiber-to-the-premises 

coverage rates were nearly double those in the EU (23 percent compared to 12 percent); 

U.S. broadband was less expensive than European broadband at all speed tiers below 12 

Mbps; and the higher U.S. price for higher-speed tiers “was justified in no small part by 

the fact that US Internet users on average consumed 50% more bandwidth than their 

European counterparts.” Finally, Yoo reports, as noted above, that “the U.S. broadband 

industry has invested more than two times more capital per household than the European 

broadband industry every year from 2007 to 2012,” including investments by the U.S. 

industry in 2012 of $562 per household compared to investment by EU providers of 

$244 per household.  This suggests that it is reasonable to expect large negative effects 

on investment from Title II regulation, if Title II regulations move the United States 

closer to the European regulatory model that prevailed in continental Europe in the first 

decade of the 21
st 

century. In this context, Campbell (2015) provides some corroborative 

evidence, arguing that, 

 

The data indicate that the significantly lower levels of capital investment, 

competition and broadband coverage in the EU are attributable to its Title 

II regulatory approach.  Last year, the EU government itself acknowledged 

that investments in high speed broadband are taking place more quickly in 

the U.S. and concluded that EU regulatory policy was to blame. 
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He goes on to detail the specific ways in which the regulatory approaches of the EU and 

the U.S. differed over the past decade or so. In particular, the EU historical approach to 

broadband wholesale and interconnection regulation, and mobile interconnection 

regulation have, he argues, played an important role in depressing investment. 

 

The final piece of this analysis involves factoring in how uncertainty about the 

future of these proposed regulatory policies affect our confidence in the estimated scale 

of their effect on investment. There is no doubt that substantial uncertainty attends the 

FCC decision to apply Title II regulation to ISPs.
45 

The decision reversed a long- 

standing position of the FCC and therefore is ripe for legal dispute.  Moreover, the FCC 

and supporters of the new regulation have insisted that substantial forbearance will 

apply, and therefore no one knows precisely which aspects of Title II will be applied, in 

what way they will be applied, and to which types of services and companies they will 

be applied. Many of the capital investments of the ISPs are irreversible – that is, if the 

actual application of Title II regulation reduced the return on certain capital investments 

sufficiently to render them uneconomic, the ISP could not retrieve some of that 

investment by reselling the capital. Finally, because the reach of this decision will 

certainly be the subject of litigation, it introduces a threshold event, which for 

investment, as discussed above, is the worst possible circumstance. Given the evidence 

presented above, if this threshold effect is similar to that experienced during an election 

year, then investment between now and the resolution of the uncertainty could be 

approximately 5 percent per year lower. Such a negative impact heightens the 

confidence one should have in the sign and the scale of the negative effect of this 

specific expansion of regulation on investment. 

 

All of these factors suggest that the uncertainty costs associated with the FCC’s 

decision will be substantial. We should expect that ISPs will reduce some of their 

planned capital investments, at least until the FCC establishes how, to what extent and 

toward whom the new regulations will be applied, and the legal challenges to those 

decisions have been resolved. Beyond the threshold event of judicial review, which 

could take several years to resolve, the process of establishing how, to what extent, and 

toward whom the rules will apply is also likely to lengthy. Adjudication of complaints 

under the just and reasonable standard and enforcement of the general conduct rule will 

be an ongoing process, especially as new complaints are filed and the legality of new 

services is questioned. These issues also will likely trigger further judicial challenges as 

parties use the process to seek rule changes and refinements. They may seek to roll back 

or expand forbearance, a key structural component of the regulations. During this 

process, the leadership of the Executive Branch and the FCC also will change, and the 

new leadership may use this process to advance new agendas.  Finally, the FCC has left 

 
 

45 
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unanswered how it will exercise its new jurisdiction over interconnection, which it has 

claimed by applying novel interpretations of what constitutes the public switched 

network. In so doing, the Commission has extended its authority across the Internet, 

from end users to content and applications. Sorting this out could take years or even 

decades, not unlike the more than 70 years it has taken to give effect to Title II. These 

multiple sources of uncertainty extend beyond the enduring and compounding negative 

effects of the regulation, such as the increased costs, prohibited practices, and delayed 

innovation. 

 

The literature suggests that these negative uncertainty effects on investment 

could be quite large. At a minimum, these uncertainty effects reinforce our general 

conclusion that Title II regulation will have substantial adverse effects on Internet 

investment. 

 

IV. Conclusion 

 

In this paper, we discussed the special challenges faced by policy analysts 

attempting to evaluate the likely impact of regulation on investment. We suggested a 

systematic approach toward policy evaluation wherein a researcher first relies upon our 

theoretical taxonomy to sort a particular regulation into the correct box. This allows one 

to have clarity regarding the likely sign of the effect of the regulation. To investigate the 

scale, we argue that micro analogies can be informative but should be checked for 

plausibility against the predictions of the macro literature we cite. Finally, one should 

classify the type of investment likely to be affected by the policy, and establish both 

whether the policy would increase that uncertainty, which is harmful, and would 

introduce a threshold effect, which could have devastatingly negative effects on 

investment until the threshold issue is resolved. 

 

The final section provided an empirical example of our approach to analyzing the 

impact of Title II regulation on Internet investment. First, we showed that Title II 

regulation should be expected to increase costs, and therefore is the type of policy that 

should be expected to reduce investment. Second, we reviewed field-specific evidence 

that suggested that the scale of the negative effect could be quite large, from about 5.5 

percent to as much as 20.8 percent. Next, we documented that the ratio of investment to 

the capital stock would be expected to decline to roughly that extent if Title II regulation 

in the United States would be comparable to the regulatory framework of the OECD 

continental European countries in the first decade of the 21
st 

century. Next, we cited an 

analysis by a legal scholar that suggests that this analogy is reasonable. Finally, we 

found that the negative effects on investment may well be significantly understated by 

these factors because the new regulation’s threshold effect will maximize the negative 

effects of uncertainty. 
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